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Molting.

2002

C-print

60 x 75 inches

Although this exhibit ion is comprised of work from several different series, each
photograpfi is concerned with conveying a strong narrative element within the
framework of a made up world. Each image acts as a catalystfor ideas relating to
childhood and notions of regimentation. institutionalism, tradition,
ritual and history. Whether these clandestine scenarios are
acted out againstthe backdrop of a darkened forest or a
boarding school ,  the images mine the harsh real i t ies of  chi ldhood
existence in repressive environments - places that are
simultaneously over protective and exposed to a general outside
threat.

'Within these made up worlds, I investigate social
construction of age and gender. I also explore ideas of gender
role-play, adult and childhood fantasies and conventional notions
of beauty and the grotesque. Much of the recurring imagery
such as red-hooded cloaks and enchanted forests allude to
literature, biblical stories, myths, fables and fairy tales.

Photographs such as Mushroom Hill and Molting, use the
aesthetics and beauty inherent in nature and the sublime to
create an exaggerated pastoral scene that bares the imprint of
time and outside elements. In other images, such as Pile, scenes

that would normally appear threatening or
dangerous also inspire empathy and
nostalgia, ult imately becoming more
complex than was first assumed. Timeless,
magical  p laces are inhabi ted by
contemporary characters inthe }utsiders series. The
landscapes are punctuated with alternative. makeshift
l iving spaces that are made up of and incorporated into
the surrounding environment. Their l iving

Midnight Kiss,

2004

C-print

76 x 40 inches
arrangements and concealed identit ies cement the
dwellers'status as outcasts or refugees from society.

The videos seen here introduce the element of t ime into my
narratives. They act as a short visual t ime lapse of extreme or
odd behavior. ln Anphibians, where the boys begin their journey
on land and finish it in the murky water, the progression of the

amphibian l ife cycle is reversed. Lrke Amphibiant many of myvideos are characterized
by a l imited viewpoint, and cropped, stationary and frontal camera angles combine with
minimal cuts and edits to create a single, seamless progression of t ime.
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Anthony Goicolea's photographs are surreal, staged narratives that take up to three months to
create. The large-scale photographs on view explore a variety of themes such as narcissism,
gender, conformity and rebell ion. Goicolea consistently challenges himself and his viewers by
modifying the manner in which he investigates these themes. His work from the 1990s focuses
primarily on sexuality and growing up. In these works, the unusually youthful Goicolea
convincingly portrays mischievous boys (and sometimes girls) who experience the growing pains
of adolescence sans supervision. Later series such as Detention and Underwater are pregnant
with Goicolea clones that play out larger societal issues. To create the effect of a genetically
altered race gone awry, Goicolea incorporates distinctive facial expressions, costumes and
digital manipulation. Goicolea's images from the last several years, includinghis Landscape
and 0ufsrdersseries, are influenced by ideas of the sublime found in mid-nineteenth century
landscape paintings. With these photographs, the artist 's visage is
relegated to the background or not present at all, signaling a significant
shift in his work. According to Goicolea, the videos are a natural extension
of his photographs and allow him to "chronicle the gestation period of
progressive states that ult imately end in destructive or absurd
oredicaments."

Working in the tradition of photographers who are influenced by
performance and are interested in narrative, Goicolea creates cinematic
compositions where the artist becomes an actor in his own movie. Cindy
Sherman was the first to incorporate movie-like performances into
photography with her Film Sfi//s series in the late 1970s. Goicolea's subjects
such as pre-pubescence and blemished landscapes are,  however,  markedly
different than Sherman's pop culture black and white photographs of
solitary women. His unique symbolism is inspired, in pan, by the artist 's
experience as a Cuban- American. Goicolea says the two countries'
fo lk lore coalesce in his photographs and videos, creat ing images made of
"disordered cultural fragments of countless stories and myths that I
arbitrari ly fuse together." The result is a surreal world that Goicolea hopes
will simultaneously intrigue and disturb viewers, adding, "l want people to
have a way in [to my photographs], but not necessarily a way out."
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Anthony Gdicolea (Goy-coh-tee-ah)was born in
l97l in Atlanta, Georgia. The artist was raised in
suburban Atlanta in a Cuban-American familV
where his father sold mortgages and his mother
was a homemaker. After receiving his undergradu-
ate degree from the University of Georgia, he
moved to New York in 1994 where he received his MFA from Pratt
lnstitute of Art. Giocolea has exhibited in over 100 exhibitions in the
United States and abroad. His work can be found in major public
and private collections, including the Whitney Museum of American
Art and the photography collection of Elton John.

Contact Information:

Magda Sawon

Postmasters Gallery

459 W 19th St.

New York, NY 10011

212-727-3323
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Cheekwood Museum of Artt Temporary

Contemporary was initiated in 1996 and consists of

five solo exhibitions each year. Each show features

innovative, influential and thought-provoking works

by artists who are either from or currendy living in

the southeastern United States. Previous artists have

included Vllliam Eggleston, Roe Ethridge, Kojo

Criffin, Kerqr James Marshall, and Robert Ryman.

This exhibition is sponsored, in part, by a grant
from the Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts.
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